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LISTENING PART 1 1

Exam task

Match the questions (1–10) to the answers (a–j).

1. When shall we meet? a At 8:30 a.m. every day.

2. What time does the next train leave? b At 6:15 p.m., outside the cinema.

3. When is your sister’s birthday? c At twenty to eight, on platform three.

4. What time does the post office open? d In 2009. We were in the same class at school.

5. When is your doctor’s appointment? e Saturday. I love the weekend!

6. How long have you lived in Sydney? f  Next Wednesday at 1:15 p.m.

7. When do you play hockey? g On the 22nd of September.

8. Excuse me, what’s the time please? h On Tuesdays, in the sports centre.

9. When did you meet your best friend? i  Since 2014.

10. What’s your favourite day of the week? j  It’s ten o’clock.

1

2       

For each question, choose the correct answer.

1 Where is the post office?

A B C

2 What does the man order?

A B C

3 How much does the man spend? 

A B C

Track 3

Services and places
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Match the words in the box to the sentences and questions.  

cinema            dentist            hotel            library            museum            restaurant
sports centre         theatre tourist information centre           train station  

1. The paintings were discovered in Italy in 1843.

2. Excuse me, what time does the play finish?

3. Can I have a return ticket to Bradford, please?

4. You are in room 321, on the third floor. Here is the key. Enjoy your stay.

5. I’ll have a chicken salad, please.

6. Would you like a map of the city?

7. Good morning.  I’ve got an appointment at 4:30.

8. What time does the aerobics class start?

9. Let’s buy tickets for the new James Bond film now!

10. Can I borrow these books, please?

3

• In this part, you listen to five short conversations.

• There are five questions with three pictures.

• You have to choose the right picture.

Exam facts

4 Where are the girls going today? 

A B C

5 When is the woman going to the dentist? 

A B C
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LISTENING

Complete the sentences with the numbers in the box.

eight       fifteen       seven       sixty       twelve       twenty-six       two hundred       thousand

1. There are ................  days in a week.

2. When it’s 11:45, it is also a quarter to ................ .

3. There are a ................ metres in a kilometre. 

4. I’m 24 and my sister is 16.  She’s ................ years younger than me.

5. There are ................ seconds in a minute.

6. Paula lives at 16 Brick Lane and her friend lives next door at number ................ .

7. There are ................ letters in the English alphabet.

8. Our house was built in 1793.  It’s over ................ years old. 

1

Shopping and numbers

Exam task

2       

For each question, choose the correct answer.

1 Which bus goes to the supermarket?

A B C

2 What time does the shop close?

A B C

3 Which T-shirt does the woman buy? 

A B C

Track 4

2
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Read the descriptions and complete the words. The first letter is given to you. There is one 
space for each letter in the word.

1. If you haven’t got any cash you will need to pay with this.  c _ _ _ _ _   c _ _ _

2. When you buy something the shop assistant will give you this.  r _ _ _ _ _ _

3. This is a shop with many floors where you can buy lots of different things.  d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

s _ _ _ _

4. These are people who buy things in a shop.  c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5. There are 100 pennies in one of these.  p _ _ _ _

6. You can buy food and other things in this shop.  s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

7. You might do this before you buy new clothes.  t _ _  (them)  _ _

8. If you like reading, you might go to this shop.  b _ _ _ _ _ _ _

9. Shoppers in the USA spend these.  d _ _ _ _ _ _

10. When you are shopping you can ask this person for help.  a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3

• Read the questions very carefully. Underline the most important words in the question.

• The people will talk about what you can see in all three pictures, but only one is right.

• The first time you listen, choose your answers. The second time you listen, check that your

answers are right.

Exam tips

4 What time does the bookshop close on Saturday?

A B C

5 What did the man buy?

A B C
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LISTENING

Choose the correct alternative in each sentence.

1. What time did / does the class finish last week?

2. Fran is always tired on Saturdays so she got up / gets up late.

3. Was / Does your mum work in a bank?

4. Max bought / is going to buy a new mobile phone later.

5. Kate sends / sent me an email two days ago.

6. Did you / Are you going to visit your grandmother tomorrow?

7. I sometimes meet / am going to meet my friends at the beach.

8. Is / Was Ben wearing a hat at the party last night?

9. I think I’ll go / I went shopping tomorrow.

10. Matt usually walks home but this afternoon he is going to ride / rides his bike.

1

Education and study

Exam task

2       

For each question, choose the correct answer.

1 What is the boy’s favourite subject?

A B C

2 Where does the girl put the dictionary?

A B C

3 What does the boy lend the girl?

A B C

Track 5

3
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Read about Teresa’s day, then choose the correct alternative.

Hello.  My name’s Teresa.  I am a teacher in a secondary school.  I usually wake up at 7:30, have a shower 

and get dressed.  Then I have toast for breakfast. I always listen to the news on the radio while I am having 

breakfast.  I leave the house at 8:30 and I cycle to work.  I start at 9:00 and school finishes at 4:15.  After 

work, I often go to the pool.  When I get home, I make dinner, and eat it in the living room while I watch TV. 

After dinner I do the washing up, walk my dog on the beach and sometimes phone my friends.  I usually go to 

bed at 10:30.  I love reading travel magazines and always look at them before I go to sleep.

1. Teresa works in a bank / school.

2. She has cereal / toast for breakfast.

3. While she is having breakfast, she listens to music / the news.

4. Teresa goes to work by bike / car.

5. She starts work at eight thirty / nine o’clock.

6. After work, she often shops / swims.

7. She watches TV while she is cooking / eating.

8. She eats dinner in the living room / kitchen.

9. She walks her dog in the park / on the beach.

10. She usually reads emails / magazines before she goes to sleep.

3

Look at the sentences below and choose the correct one.

Next week, I’m going to an interesting place near your town.

Next week, I go to an interesting place near your town.

Get it right!

4 What time does the TV programme start? 

A B C

5 Where does the medical student have lessons?

A B C
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LISTENING

Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

autumn  birthday  century  clock  diary  evening  weekly  yesterday

1. Today is Wednesday, so ................ was Tuesday.

2. The big ................ on the wall in my office says it’s 5:15 p.m.

3. If you have a meeting every Monday, it’s a ................ meeting.

4. There are one hundred years in a ................ .

5. The book where people write their appointments is called a ................ .

6. ................ is the season when the leaves fall from the trees.

7. People usually give you presents on your ................ .

8. The time between the afternoon and the night is called the ................ .

Complete the table with the words and phrases in the box.

every day            Friday morning            half past three            January
last year            Mondays            the afternoon            the moment

the weekend            tomorrow            2013            15th May

at in on no preposition
................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

1b

1a

Making plans

Exam task

2       

For each question, write the correct answer in the gap.

Write one word or a number or a date or a time.
You will hear a woman talking about renting a boat for a holiday.

Riverboat Holidays

Name of boat: Moonlight

Boat is for: (1) between two and ................................ people

Dates available this year: 1st –31st (2) ................................

Total cost: (3) £ ................................ per week

Must bring: (4) ................................

Phone number to book: (5) ................................

Track 6

PART 2 1
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Read the conversation. Choose the best word for 
each space, a, b or c.

Mario:  Hello Tanya. Where are you (1)  to go on 
holiday this year? 

Tanya: I (2)  going to go to Tenerife in August. 

Mario: That sounds fun! Will it be hot?

Tanya:  Yes, it (3)  . I’ve bought a new hat and 
some sunglasses.       

Mario: Really? Who (4)  you going to go with?      

Tanya: With my friends Lara and Michelle. 

Mario: My sister went to Tenerife last year. She said that the beaches are amazing. 

Tanya: I know. But we (5)  have a lot of free time to explore the island!   

Mario: Why not? What are you going to do? 

Tanya: We (6)  going to study Spanish in a language school.   

Mario: That sounds fun.  Are you going (7)  lessons every day?  

Tanya: Yes, we are.

Mario: Do you think you (8)  be in the same class as your friends?  

Tanya: No, we (9)  be, because my friends speak better Spanish than me.   

Mario: (10)  you send me a postcard?

Tanya: Yes, of course! What’s your address?

1. a going b doing c will

2. a ’m b ’s c ’ll

3. a going b is c will 

4. a is b are c will 

5. a am b will c won’t

6. a ’m b ’re c ’ll

7. a has b have c to have

8. a are b will c is

9. a aren’t b will c won’t

10. a Will b Going to c Are 

3

• In this part, you listen to one person speaking.

• There are some notes with five spaces for you to complete.

• You have to write a word, a number, a date or a time in each space.

Exam facts
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LISTENING

Read the descriptions and complete the words. The first letter is given to you. There is one 
space for each letter in the word.

1. If you have a problem with this, you go to the dentist.  t _ _ _ _

2. You use these to see.  e _ _ _

3. This might be curly or straight. h _ _ _

4. You wear shoes on these.  f _ _ _

5. Some animals have got a big one of these, for example humans and dolphins.  b _ _ _ _

6. This is between your head and your body.  n _ _ _

7. You have ten of these on your hands.  f _ _ _ _ _ _

8. This moves your blood around your body.  h _ _ _ _

9. If you eat a lot of cake, you might have a pain here.  s _ _ _ _ _ _

10. Some people write with their left one of these.  h _ _ _

1

Health, medicine and exercise

Exam task

2          

For each question, write the correct answer in the gap.
Write one word or a number or a date or a time.
You will hear a woman talking about a medical centre.

Medical centre

Address: Park Street

Centre is next to: the (1) ................

Doctor’s name: Dr (2) ................

Doctor speaks: English and (3) ................

Closes every Tuesday at: (4) ................ p.m.

Hospital phone number: (5) ................

Track 7

PART 2 2
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Read the conversations. Choose the correct modal verb. 3

• Before you listen, read the form carefully.

• Think about what kind of information you need to write for each question – for example, a day,

time, name, phone number, etc.

• If the word is the name of person or a place, the speaker will spell it. The other words will be

vocabulary we use in everyday life.

Exam tips

You might / should go to the dentist!

It might / should be broken so he might not / 
shouldn’t move.  

I think she might / should put a bandage 
on it.

You might / should lie down in your bedroom 
and take this medicine.

There is a lot of blood so you might / should 
see a doctor.

She might not / shouldn’t go to school today 
because she might / should have a temperature.  

You might / should go to bed. You will feel 
better tomorrow.

You might not / shouldn’t eat any more 
sweets, Jeremy. And take some medicine.

1. I’ve got toothache.

2. Chris has fallen off his motorbike and now

his arm hurts.

3. Emma fell over when she was running and

has hurt her ankle.

4. I’ve got a headache.

5. Can you help me? I’ve cut my hand on a

rock.

6. Lucy is very hot.

7. I’m really tired and I don’t feel well.

8. Mum, I feel sick. My stomach hurts.
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LISTENING

Match the numbers to the words. 

1st

2nd

3rd 

4th

5th

9th 

12th 

13th

14th 

20th 

25th 

31st

1a

1b

Dates and services

fifth

first

fourteenth

fourth

ninth

second

third

thirteenth

thirty-first

twelfth

twentieth

twenty-fifth

Complete the sentences with the words from Exercise 1a.

1. The Listening paper is the ................ part of the exam. 

2. March is the ................ month of the year. 

3. E is the ................ letter of the alphabet.

4. December is the ................ month of the year.

5. Halloween is on the ................ of October.

6. M is the ................ letter of the alphabet.

7. Christmas Day is on the ................ of December.

8. September is the ................ month of the year.

9. Valentine’s Day is on the ................ of February.

10. April is the ................ month of the year. 

11. T is the ................ letter of the alphabet.

12. New Year’s Day is on the ................ of January.

Look at the sentences below and choose the correct one.

It is very important to me because I will go to New Zealand tomorrow.

It is very important to me because I am going to New Zealand tomorrow.

Get it right!

PART 2 3
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Choose the correct response to each question, a, b or c.

1. What time does the museum close at the weekend?

 a It opens on Saturdays. b At half past seven. c Yes, every week.

2. When is your birthday?

a It’s at five o’clock. b It’s in 1995. c It’s on the 3rd of May. 

3. When is your favourite programme on TV?

 a On the 6th December. b On Wednesday evenings. c I saw it last September.

4. Do you have swimming lessons on Tuesdays?

a No, last week. b On Mondays. c Yes, from seven to eight in the evening.

5. When are you going on holiday?

a On the 13th of October. b Yesterday, with my parents. c On Tuesdays from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

6. What time do you get up?

a In the morning. b At a quarter past seven c It’s nine o’clock in the morning. 
    on weekdays.

7. When will the new video game be on sale?

 a I play it every week. b Last week. It was great. c In the spring, I think.

8. Is the sports centre open on Sundays?

a Yes, it opens at 9 a.m. b It’s open every day from c No, it closes at 5 p.m. 
    Monday to Saturday.

3

Exam task

2       

For each question, write the correct answer  
in the gap.
Write one word or a number or a date or a time.
You will hear a teacher talking about photography 
lessons.

Photography course

Start: 3rd October 

Day of course during October: (1) ................................ 
Cost: (2) £ ................................ 

Month when college is closed: (3) ................................ 
College office closes in the evening at: (4) ................................ 
Address: (5) 59 ................................ Street

Track 8
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LISTENING

Match the questions (1–6) to the answers (a–f). Then underline the answer word(s).

1. How much did you pay for that video game, Chris? .................. 

2. Was it sunny in France last week, Jane? .................. 

3. When do you have dance lessons, Alex? .................. 

4. What time does the picnic start on Sunday? ..................

5. When are you going to the One Star concert in London? .................. 

6. Where did Bella learn English? ..................

a They are playing for three nights, but my ticket’s for the 25th of September.

b  The full price is £15, but my brother works in the computer shop and he gets a discount, 
so I only paid £12!  

c At about 12.00, but I’m meeting Felix at the station at 11:30 and we’re going together.

d No, it wasn’t. It was cloudy, but it didn’t rain! 

e Every Friday. Do you want to come next week?

f She lived in London for two years when she was twenty.  

1

Leisure time

Exam task

2      

For each question, choose the correct answer.
You will hear Jack talking to his friend Martin  
about music.

Track 9

1 What is the name of Martin’s music teacher?

A Harry 

B Peter 

C Steve 

2 Martin has music lessons on

A Tuesdays.

B Thursdays.

C Saturdays.

3 How long does Martin practise at the weekend?

A 1 hour

B 2 hours

C 3 hours

4 Martin likes the music festival because

A tickets are free.

B the bands are local.

C there are lots of people there.

5 Jack will arrive at the music festival

A at 6:15.

B at 7:00.

C at 7:45.

PART 3 1
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Complete the table with the words in the box. 

the beach            a bike            a camera            the cinema            cooking            
a fishing rod            go to a festival         go to a restaurant have a barbecue 

have a picnic a mobile phone           a museum           painting           
the park           reading           taking photos          

Favourite things Hobbies Places to go Things to do at the weekend

...................................

...................................

...................................

...................................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

............................

............................

............................

............................

..................................................

..................................................

..................................................

..................................................

Answer the questions about yourself.

1. What do you do in your free time?

2. Can you play an instrument?

3. What is your favourite thing?

4. Where do you usually meet your friends?

5. How often do you go the cinema?

6. What did you do yesterday afternoon?

7. What are you going to do at the weekend?

8. Have you ever been to a music festival?

3b

3a

• In this part, you listen to a conversation between two people.

• There are five questions and you have to choose the right answer (A, B or C).

• The answers come from both speakers. One of the speakers can give three or four of the answers.

Exam facts
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LISTENING

Put the letters in the right order to make words. Then complete the sentences.

1. I usually ................ games onto my laptop computer to practise my English. (dwondaol) 

2. I use my .............................. to call my friends, take photos and send messages. (emboil 

npohe)

3. You can find out about lots of things on the ................ . (ietrentn)

4. I often play .............................. in my spare time. (voied gsmae)

5. My favourite band have got an amazing .............................. with interesting facts and 

information on it. (wbe pega)

6. My sister loves taking photos with her .............................. . (dtiliga cmraea)

7. Some people spend many hours chatting to friends ................ . (oinnel)

8. Q is the first letter on most ................ . (ekybardos) 

9. You can use a ................ to open and close documents on your computer. (mesuo) 

10. I send lots of ................ every day at work. (ealims)

1

Social media and technology

Exam task

2         

For each question, choose the correct answer.
You will hear Lisa talking to her friend Robert  
about computers.

Track 10

1 Where did Lisa buy her laptop? 

A Bridge Street 

B Green Street 

C High Street  

2 The most useful website Robert has seen is

A buy-a-computer.com 

B parks-computers.com

C new-laptop.com

3 Lisa’s new laptop weighs

A one kilogramme.

B 1.5 kilogrammes.

C two kilogrammes. 

4 How much did Lisa pay for her laptop?

A £579

B £699

C £849

5 Why will Robert buy a new laptop?

A to talk to his brother

B to shop online

C to study

PART 3 2
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Rewrite the sentences in the past or present passive.3

• You have to answer a question or complete a sentence.

• You will hear information about all three answers, but only one is right.

• Look at the questions to see who will give the answer.

Exam tips

1. Martin Cooper invented the first mobile phone in 1973.

2. Lots of people watch videos on the internet.

3. My brother didn’t write that email.

4. People often read news articles online.

5. Tim Berners-Lee created the first website in 1991.

6. Young people usually play video games at home.

7. The teacher showed the students some useful websites.
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LISTENING

Complete the sentences with the words in the box.  There are some words that you do not 
need to use. 

article            bill            comics            diary            diploma            
form            magazines            menu            newspaper            passport            

postcard            project            textbook            ticket

1. My little brother loves reading ................ .

2. We haven’t finished all the exercises in our English ................ yet.

3. Great! The ................ in this restaurant is in English!

4. Lots of people read fashion ................ . 

5. I usually read the ................ on the train in the morning.

6. My sister writes in her ................ every day.  

7. Sandra, you need to get a new ................ to travel to New Zealand.

8. I always send my parents a ................ when I’m on holiday.

9. You must keep your ................ for the return journey.

10. I read an interesting ................ about sport on the internet.

1

Travel and holidays

Exam task

2        

For each question, choose the correct answer.
You will hear James talking to his friend Susan about his holiday.

Track 11

1 How long is James’s holiday?

A one week

B two weeks

C three weeks

2 Where is James flying to first?

A Manchester

B Miami

C Paris 

3 Where did Susan go in January?

A Canada

B Mexico

C the USA

4  How does James feel about the 
flight to Miami?

A It will be too long.

B He will feel tired after it.

C He will use the time to sleep.

5  Where at the airport will Susan 
meet James?

A in the car park

B in the arrivals hall

C in the bus station

PART 3 3
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Match 1–10 with a–j. 

1. I’m a ’m flying to Mallorca tomorrow.

2. Emily and Vicky b they’re going to visit the Old Town tomorrow.

3. We’re going c are travelling around the USA this summer.

4. I’m not going to stay d coming to visit us in July.

5. Tom e to go swimming tomorrow.

6. My grandmother’s f   going to take a photo of the beach now.

7. I g ’s going to take us to the lake after lunch.

8. My brother isn’t driving h lunch at half past one.

9. We’re having i    on a campsite this year.

10. My parents love sightseeing so j    to France in August – he’s flying.

Write a few sentences about your next holiday.3b

3a

Look at the sentence below. Then try to correct the mistake.

This present gave to me by my old German friend.

Get it right!
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LISTENING

Read the sentences. Choose the correct word for each space, a, b or c.

1. Can you tell me your  , please?

 a address b apartment c house
2. Many British houses have got  on the floor.

 a carpet b curtains c downstairs 
3. I haven’t got a  , so I have to park my car on the street.

a gate b garage c roof
4. Some people sing when they are in the  .

a cupboard b sink c shower
5. It was cold last night, so I got an extra  from the cupboard.

a blanket b pillow c lamp
6. Oh no!  I’ve lost my house  . Can you lend me yours, please?

a doors b computers c keys
7. My brother lives in a flat on the third  of a building.

a door b floor c room
8. I need to go shopping because there isn’t any milk in the  .

a book shelves b cooker c fridge
9. There’s a comfortable  in my living room.

a armchair b bed c television
10. Can you put a clean  in the bathroom, please?

a clock b desk c towel

1

House and home

Exam task

2       

For each question, choose the correct answer.

Track 12

PART 4 1

1  You will hear two friends talking about the man’s 
new apartment. What did he buy for his new 
apartment?

A bookshelves

B an armchair

C curtains

2  You will hear a boy leaving a message for his 
mother. Where is the cake?

A on the table

B in the fridge

C on the cooker
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Put the words into the correct order to make questions. Then write answers about where 
you live.

1. Do / live / you / house / a / or / in / flat / a / ?

2. it / How / got / bedrooms / many / has / ?

3. What / door / is / your / colour / front / ?

4. you / a / Have / garden / got / ?

5. TV / you / usually / do / Where / watch / ?

6. you / in / got / bedroom / an / Have / armchair / your / ?

7. Is / in / there / a / living / your / room / clock / ?

8. you / Do / city / in / live / a / ?

3

• In this part, you listen to one or two people talking.

• There are five questions and you have to choose the right answer (A, B or C).

• You have to answer a question or complete a sentence.

Exam facts

3  You will hear a woman talking to her daughter 
Jodie. Where is Jodie’s grandfather now?

A in the garden

B in the living room

C in the garage

4  You will hear a woman talking about her office at 
home. What will the woman move?

A a lamp

B a desk

C a cupboard

5  You will hear a man and a woman talking at 
home. What is broken?

A a clock

B a radio

C a television
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LISTENING

Write the correct adjective in each gap.

1. The TV programme wasn’t interesting –

we all thought it was b _ _ _ _ g

2. The new comedy play is so f _ _ _ y –

I laughed all the way through.

3. The action film was so n _ _ _ y – I couldn’t

hear what the actors were saying.

4. There was a story on the news that was really

s _ _ _ _ _ e – I didn’t understand it at all.

5. I love adventure films because they are so

e _ _ _ _ _ _ g, but my brother thinks they

are scary.

Read the sentences and put the correct job in each gap.

tour guide   journalist   photographer   actor   musician

1. I write articles for newspapers and magazines. I’m a ……………. . 

2. I play the guitar in a band. I’m a ……………. . 

3. I show visitors around my city. I’m a ……………. . 

4. I’m famous because I’ve acted in many movies. I’m an ……………. .

5. I take pictures for news websites. I’m a ……………. .

1b

1a

Entertainment and the media

• You will hear information about all three answers, but only one is correct.

• You have to listen for the main idea or the topic or opinions. Make sure you listen to the whole

piece before choosing your answer.

• The speaker(s) may use some words that are not from the Key wordlist, but you will not need to

understand these to answer the question.

Exam tips

PART 4 2
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Underline the imperatives in the sentences. One of the sentences does not have an 
imperative. Then match the sentences (1–10) to the people (a–j).

1. Call us now to make an appointment. a a football club

2. Phone Peter on 553442 about the next match. b a hairdresser

3. Look on our webpage for details about the cruise. c a parent

4. Shhh. Don’t talk! d a hotel receptionist

5. OK, everyone, show me your homework, please. e a teacher

6. Send me a postcard when you’re on holiday! f  a travel agent’s

7. Please fill in this form before we give you your key. g a tourist information office

8. Thank you. That is the end of the test. h a Cambridge English Speaking examiner

9. Paul, go to bed now! i  a student in a library

10. Meet the tour guide outside the museum at 9 a.m. j  your friend

3

Exam task

2         

For each question, choose the correct answer.

Track 13

1  You will hear two friends talking about going to 
the theatre. How will the woman travel to the 
theatre?

A by car

B on foot

C in a taxi

2  You will hear a boy talking about a book he has 
just read. What did he think about the book?

A It was funny.

B It was strange.

C It was exciting.

3  You will hear two friends agreeing where to meet 
before a concert. Where will they meet?

A at the café 

B at the ticket office

C at the entrance

4  You will hear a woman describing her job. 
What is her job?

A tour guide

B coach driver

C hotel receptionist

5  You will hear a teacher talking to her class. 
What does she want the class to do?

A read something

B draw something

C write something
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PART 4

Complete the swimming pool rules with the words in the box. 

don’t have (x2)            must (x2)            mustn’t            not            to

1. You ................ follow these rules.

2. You ................ run.

3. You ................ have a shower before you get into the pools.

4. You must ................ eat or drink in the pools.

5. If you can’t swim, you ................ to stay in the small pool.

6. If you have short hair, you ................ have to wear a swimming hat. 

7. Children under five years old don’t ................ to pay.

8. Children under eight years old have ................ be with an adult. 

1

Education and study

Exam task

2         

For each question, choose the correct answer.

Track 14

3LISTENING

1  You will hear a girl telling her uncle about 
school. What is her favourite subject?

A history

B art

C science

2  You will hear a teacher talking to students. What 
is different about today’s science club?

A the time

B the room

C the teacher

3  You will hear Jim telling his friend why he can’t 
play hockey. What has Jim hurt?

A his hand

B his leg

C his foot

4  You will hear two friends talking at school. What 
has the girl forgotten to bring to school?

A her bag

B her purse

C her pencil case

5  You will hear a teacher talking to her class 
about a visit yesterday. Where did they visit?

A an art gallery

B an animal park

C a science museum
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Put the words into the correct order to make sentences.

1. You / lots / vegetables / to / of / and / eat / fruit / have / . 

 

2. mustn’t / in / run / corridors / You / the / !   

 

3. for / You / to / take / need / this / ten / medicine / days / .

 

4. have / You / me / don’t / to / help / .

 

5. your / turn / You / mobile / an / phone / in / exam / off / must / .

 

6. shout / needn’t / I / You / hear / can / you / ! 

 

Read the sentences and choose the correct alternative for each one.

1. Tom has / must to wear a suit to work every day.

2. We don’t have to / mustn’t touch the animals – they’re dangerous!

3. Alice must / need speak English in the classroom!

4. Dad, you have to / needn’t take me to the cinema – I can get the bus. 

5. Jackie doesn’t have / mustn’t to go to school on Saturday mornings.

6. You don’t have / need to call your sister this evening – she’s worried about you!

3b

3a

Get it right!

Look at the sentences below and choose the correct one.

You must to bring a book and a pencil case.

You have to bring a book and a pencil case.
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LISTENING

Look at the picture and complete questions (1–4) with the words in the box. Then write 
questions (5–8).

that            these            this            those            

1

Food and drink

Exam task

2          

For each question, choose the correct answer.
You will hear Sarah talking to Mike about a picnic.
What will each person bring to the picnic?

Track 15

PART 5 1

1. What’s  ?  It’s milk.

2. What’s  ?  It’s a cake.

3. What are  ?  They’re crisps.

4. What are  ?  They’re biscuits.

5.  ?  They’re sandwiches.

6.  ?  It’s cola.

7.  ?  They’re strawberries.

8.  ?  It’s water.

Example

0  Sarah G
People

1  Mike 

2  Margaret 

3  John 

4  Andrea 

5  Eric 

Food and drink

A  apples

B  biscuits

C  cakes

D  cola 

E  hamburgers

F  ice cream

G  sandwiches

H  strawberries
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Write C (countable) or UC (uncountable) next to each word.

1. biscuit _ _ 5. egg _ _ 9. milk _ _ 13. sandwich _ _
2. bread _ _ 6. grape _ _ 10. orange _ _ 14. sausage _ _
3. crisp _ _ 7. hamburger _ _ 11. pasta _ _ 15. sugar _ _
4. cheese _ _ 8. meat _ _ 12. salad _ _ 16. water _ _

Choose the correct alternative in each sentence.

1. There isn’t much hamburgers / cheese in the fridge.

2. There aren’t many oranges / milk in the supermarket.

3. There are a lot of biscuits / sugar in our shopping basket.

4. There is a lot of sausages / pasta on my plate!

5. There are a few apples / sugar in the cupboard.

6. There is a little eggs / bread on the table.

7. There is / are a lot of salad in this sandwich!

8. There isn’t many / much water in the bottle.

9. There are a few / little grapes in the bowl.

10. Are / Is there any crisps in the bag?

11. There aren’t many / much sandwiches in the shop.

12. There is a few / little meat in the freezer.

3b

3a

• In this part, you listen to a conversation between two people who know each other.

• There are five questions, plus an example at the beginning.

• You have to match two lists of information – for example, people to jobs, rooms to furniture,

presents to people, books/films to opinions.

Exam facts
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LISTENING

Look at the table and read the sentences. Are they TRUE or FALSE?

Surfing Playing computer games Going shopping Dancing
Agatha ✓✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Hugh ✓✓✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Vanessa ✓ ✓✓ ✗ ✓✓✓

1. Agatha likes playing computer games. ................

2. Hugh thinks surfing is more interesting than dancing. ................

3. Vanessa prefers surfing to dancing. ................

4. Agatha enjoys surfing and dancing. ................

5. Hugh’s favourite hobby is playing computer games. ................

6. Vanessa is not interested in going shopping. ................

7. Agatha doesn’t like playing computer games or dancing. ................

8. Hugh thinks playing computer games is boring. ................

9. Agatha prefers going shopping to dancing. ................

10. Hugh and Vanessa don’t enjoy going shopping. ................

1

Hobbies and shopping

Exam task

2          

For each question, choose the correct answer.
You will hear Sonia talking to Dan about shopping.
What did Sonia buy in each shop?

Track 16

Example
0  chemist’s  D
Shops
1  clothes shop 

2  bookshop  

3  supermarket 

4  sports shop  

5  market 

Things
A  bag

B  cake

C  flowers

D  shampoo 

E  socks 

F  towel

G  trainers 

H  trousers

PART 5 2
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Choose the best response to each question, a, b or c.

1. Can I help you?

a Yes, please. b Pleased to meet you. c Goodbye.

2. Could I try this on, please?

a It’s £10. b Yes, of course. c It’s very big.

3. Would you like me to put the receipt in the bag?

a No, thanks. b That’s nice. c It’s very heavy. 

4. Should I make dinner this evening?

 a No, it’s OK.  I’ll do it. b I don’t like it. c  I’ll have a ham and cheese pizza, 
please. 

5. Can I take your order?

a A table for two, please. b OK, thank you. c Yes. Two hamburgers, please.

6. Would you carry this bag for me, please?

 a Yes, please. b Yes, of course. c No, I wouldn’t.

7. Can I have two return tickets to Manchester, please?

a When do you want to travel? b That’s fine. c How much is it?  

8. Shall I go to the supermarket this afternoon?

 a Yes, I like chicken. b  No, we will have chicken c Yes, can you buy some chicken? 
for dinner.

9. Could you close the window, please?

 a Yes, are you cold? b No, I’m cold. c Yes, I’m sorry.

10. Would you like a drink?

a No, I’m not hungry. b No, thanks. c Yes, an ice cream please.

3

• Before you listen, read the two lists and think about what the conversation might be about.

• In the second list, the words you hear are often different from the words you read.

• You can only use an answer once. When you have used an answer, cross it out.

Exam tips

Write four sentences about yourself. Use enjoy / favourite / prefer … to / don’t like.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

4
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LISTENING

Complete the table with the correct words.

Country Nationality Language
(1) .................. Australian English
Brazil (2) .................. Portuguese
The United Kingdom British  (3) ..................
(4) .................. Chinese Chinese
France (5) .................. French
(6) .................. Mexican Spanish 
Italy Italian  (7) ..................
Turkey (8) .................. Turkish

1

Countries and sports

Exam task

2          

For each question, choose the correct answer.
You will hear Tanya talking to a friend about a  
sports camp.
Which sport did each person try?

Track 17

Example

0  Tanya B
People

1  Chris 

2  Gina  

3  Tom 

4  Emma 

5  Harry 

Sports

A  basketball

B  climbing

C  golf

D  horse riding 

E  sailing 

F  swimming

G  tennis 

H  windsurfing

PART 5 3
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Put the words in the correct order to make suggestions. Use the responses to help you.

1. don’t / Why / we / on / shopping / go / Thursday / ?

No, I don’t like shopping!

2. go / you / like / to / at / skiing / the / Would / weekend / ?

I’d love to, but I have to work.

3. beach / running / morning / on / the / Let’s / tomorrow / go /.

Good idea! 

4. want / to / Do / play / you / tennis / after / school / ?

No, sorry. I can’t.

5. a / we / movie / Shall / watch / later / ?

OK.  We can see the new Tom Cruise film.

6. walk / going / What / for / a / park / in / afternoon / about / the / this / ?

No, that’s boring, but we could go skateboarding instead!

3

Look at the sentences below. Then try to correct the mistake in each one.

I like listening to musics and watching films.

Did you get much presents?

Get it right!


